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OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

Moderne SchlafArt GmbH
is granted the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 certification

and the right to use the trademark.

SCOPE

Orthopedic mattress (sheathed and non-sheathed)

series MB 311, MB 312, MB 314, MB 315, mattress topper

made of knitted fabric produced from PES, CO, CV,

CV(bamboo), their mixtures and in blends with CLY, EL,

white and dyed, and woven fabric made of CO, CV,

CV(bamboo), raw or bleached LI and their blends, with

or without PES, knitted mesh fabric made of TRICOVER

(PA or PES) in white, jacquard fabric and furniture fabric

made of PES, spunbond non-woven made of PP in white

and black, thermally bonded non-woven made of PES in

white (“Sintepon”); LA foam, PU foam, netting made of

PP, LI/PES (needled flax), non-woven made of PES in

mixture with CO, CV and PU (thermally bonded

"Technoholst"), thermally bonded foam ("AirFoam"),

spring block system made of metal spring and spunbond

non-woven made of PP in white and black, with hotmelt

adhesive, with and without finishing: Aloe-Vera and

antibacterial using biologically active products accepted

by OEKO-TEX®; including accessories (sewing thread,

zipper and slider, woven and printed label, hem …

[Please scan QR code for full scope]

PRODUCT CLASS

I (baby articles) - Annex 4

Further compliance information (REACH, SVHC, POP, GB18401

etc.) can be found on oeko-tex.com/en/faq.

 The certificate is based on the test methods and requirements of

the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 that were in force at the time of

evaluation.

22.HDE.93624

Hohenstein HTTI

This certificate 22.HDE.93624 is valid until

31.01.2025.

 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

✓ Test report : 23.1059209

✓ Declaration of conformity in accordance with

EN ISO 17050-1 as required by OEKO-TEX®

✓ OEKO-TEX® Terms of Use (ToU)

 

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Ivonne Schramm

Head of Certification Body OEKO-TEX®

Boennigheim, 2023-11-20


